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This paper studies the relationship between exchange rates and asset
prices. It takes the novel approach of modeling both the markets in a
framework of heterogeneous agents. Investors maximize their prots from
the international equity markets by solving a Mean-Variance problem. As
a result, agents choose between dierent combinations of rules in the home
and foreign equity market as well as in the foreign exchange market. Given
the incomplete information setting, agents check the past protability of
their rules and switch behavior in the eort to maximize their prots.
Due to the heuristics embedded within the model, this simple frame-
work alone is able to create a complex, time-varying dynamics. This
dynamics is analyzed for dierent parameters and conditions. Finally the
model is brought to the data, to check the tness of the predictions on
the real world markets.
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1 Introduction
The subject of asset prices and exchange rates has recently received a lot of
attention by some of the most renowned economic experts. This is due to two
main factors. On the one hand the two time series show similarities typical of
nancial markets. This makes it possible to use similar statistical tools to study
both the markets. On the other hand a full understanding of the economy is
essential in order to understand how these markets work. This second factor
is what makes the subject attractive for theoretical and macroeconomic contri-
butions as well as for empirical and strictly nancial papers. In both cases, a
paper studying the relationship between exchange rates and stock prices has to
make important economic assumptions. These dene the big picture according
to the authors and set the tone throughout the paper.
In order to place this paper within the modern literature, it is useful to make
a short survey of papers in two separate branches. The rst one, in chronological
order, is the behavioral nance literature. The second one is the relatively
restricted group of contributions that study specically the relationship between
the stock prices and the exchange rates.
Within the wide eld of behavioral nance we will go over the heterogeneous
agents models, as this is the main assumption in the following paragraphs. The
econometric process that is key to the switch between rules has been introduced
by Brock and Hommes in 1997 and 1998. Thanks to their econometric paper,
the tools were developed to study systems with alternating rules. Frankel and
Froot wrote in 1998 a ground breaking paper in this framework.
Finally, De Grauwe and Grimaldi, in 2006 published a book summarizing
most of the ndings to date and showing new evolutions for the model. Since
then, several other contributions have been given, each showing a dierent as-
pect of the structure. An example of this, were several fundamental beliefs
alternate as well, is the one of De Grawe and Rovira-Kaltwasser, in 2007.
In the area of stock prices and exchange rates, there are several empirical
papers. However we would like to just illustrate 3. From the macroeconomic
perspective, Kollmann in 2001 develops and solves a DSGE model that includes
the capital market. Here for the rst time in such a context, the equity 
ows are
studied in conjunction with the exchange rate created by an open economy two
country market of the style of (25). The model is solved and the dynamics is
studied, however the premises of the DSGE are too wide to study the day to day
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nancial series. Nonetheless this work denitely launches some solid foundations
to analyze the relationship between stock prices and exchange rates.
The second paper is by Rigobon and Pavlova (2003). They make a gen-
eral equilibrium model based on productive and demand shocks that in
uence
both the stocks and the exchange rate. Their model is very practical, and the
empirical applications all show a good consistency of the data with the model.
Finally, Rey and Hau in 2006 use the exchange rate microstructure intuition,
as introduced in (14), to develop a partial equilibrium model with a very wide
nancial theory section and a strongly supportive empirical application to over
20 countries. All their main ndings are found in the data, and to this day it
remains the model with the most supportive empirical evidence. They study
the exchange rate as the result of order 
ows for foreign currency from equity
trade in an international two country setting. This model, among all the others,
catches the importance of 
ows to and from the two markets.
This contribution focusses on the dynamics created by the interrelation of
these markets. For this purpose a theoretical model will be described and ana-
lyzed with respect to the series created as well as the empirical relevance of its
ndings. The next paragraph will describe this model in detail. Paragraph 3
will show a stochastic realization of the model. Then, in section 4, a sensitivity
analysis will be undertaken, to study the impact on the time series dynamics,
of several of the model parameters. Finally, section 5 will show the similarities
between the data created by the model and the real data. The last section will
conclude with a brief outlook at future research.
2 Theory
The heterogeneous agents model is based on two alternating rules agents use to
create expectations. Each rule is continuously revised according to its protabil-
ity. If it is protable agents keep it for the next period, otherwise they switch.
While the process is relatively simple, we will see that the dynamics created
is fairly complex and it is source of non-linearities as well as heteroscedasticity
and time varying behavior.
In our model there are two countries, Home and Foreign. Each country has
its own shares, that may be bought by agents from both nations. There are
no transaction costs. In this version of the model shares are the only way in
which agents may invest. Bonds are not taken into account at this point. This
assumption may be relaxed in a following version of this paper, without aecting
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the dynamics between the stocks and the exchange rates.
This setting lays the basic assumptions for three time series to be forecasted.
These are the two stock prices (Home and Foreign) and the exchange rate be-
tween the two currencies. In order not to make ad hoc assumptions on the
evolution of these time series, the framework chosen here is of the most general
kind. This approach will allow the researcher to focus on the implications of
the irrational expectations element of the model.
2.1 Stock Prices
The two stock prices have similar characteristics and share the same news. It
will be shown in the next paragraph how even though the same noise will be
applied to both markets, their dynamics will be nevertheless dierent. This is
due to the complexity of the behavior of the agents, that is the main driver of
the two prices.
So the home stocks are dened by the following specication:
St+1 = ms
f;t[Rule1Forecast] + ms
c;t[Rule2Forecast] + "t+1 (1)
where St+1, the change in tomorrow's stock price, is given by the rst rule's
forecast weighted by the agents that believe in this rule plus the forecast from
the second rule, weighted by the agents believing in this second rule. " represents
the news, that were not incorporated in either rule.
Given that the two stocks have similar assumptions, it is possible to write




c;t[Rule2Forecast] + "t+1 (2)
with " being exactly the same news as in the previous equation, and the two
rules having also a similar nature (after all we are studying the same series from
two dierent countries). Given the similarity in the assumptions and rules of
the two stock markets, from now on we will just describe the home stocks.
Equations 1 and 2 make it clear that expectations are crucial in the evolution
of the stock prices. It is now relevant to show the two rules used to make
the forecasts. We make assumptions similar to the literature on heterogeneous
agents, by assuming that one of the rules will be forward looking, and the other
will be backward looking.
The fundamentalist rule, or forward looking, calculates the distance to some
value of the stocks believed to be the \fundamental" value, and adjusts this
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distance period after period. More formally:
Ef;t(St+1) =  (St   St) (3)
The fundamental price of the home stock price will be following a random
walk similar to:
St+1 = St + t (4)
where the noise  is dierent for the two stocks, since it includes the information
on the national stock itself1.
The backward looking rule is, still in tune with the majority of the literature
in this eld, referred to as a chartist rule, where the relevant information is given




(1   rho)k(St k) (5)
However a key feature of the system is that the agents are not static, but
keep evaluating their returns and check if their rule is still the most protable
one. So if the rule is good they can keep it, otherwise they will switch over to
the other rule, in the hope that it will yield them higher returns. Following this
idea and applying the tness criterion based on discrete choice theory, as shown
by Brock and Hommes (6), (7), we can calculate the fraction of population that












f;t + exp 0
c;t
(6)
Obviously in this case mf;t and mc;t are the fractions of population that at
a given time are following the two rules, and therefore they add up to 1 at
all times. Furthermore the variables 0
f;t and 0
c;t are the risk adjusted prots





c;t where the symbol  represents
the prots made by each of the rules, and the 2 are a measure of the risk that
the rules involve. For this purpose forecast errors could solve the information
quest. Finally  is a coecient of risk aversion.
1If the noise component  was equal between the two stocks, then we would have foreign
stocks moving similarly all over the world, at least in their levels and directions, while it is
clearly not what we observe. Therefore this general assumption is the most conservative we
can make in order not to include any useless information in our model.
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This system of equations shows how the agents revise their decision making
rules as one of the two rules becomes more attractive (read protable). An im-
portant factor in this picture is how quick the agents are to revise and eventually
correct their rules, concept that is inserted in the model through the parameter
. For an increasing  all agents revise their rules quickly and therefore a higher
amount of population follows the most protable rule at every time t. When
the agents are insensitive to the protability of their rules a good starting point
could be a 0:5 fraction of the population using each rule.
The model's frame is built, and now the main concept left to formalize is
how to calculate the prots 0
i;t for every rule i. To begin with, we should dene
the prots non adjusted for the risk, as the single period returns from 1 unit of
local currency invested into a foreign asset:
i;t = St sgn[Ei
t 1(St)   St 1] (7)
with sgn(x) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
1; for x > 0
0; for x = 0 and i = c;f
 1 for x < 0
Therefore the prot for every rule goes up whenever the forecast is right, and
goes down whenever the forecast is far from being correct. In order to calculate
the risk associated with every rule we are going to look at the most general case







t 1 k(St k)   St k)2 (8)
Having dened all the variables of the system it is possible to describe the
market forecast as a weighted average of the two groups' forecasts, as we did in
Equation 1. Only, this time Rules 1 and 2 will be written out as in the following
equation:
EtSt+1 = mf;t[ (St   S
t )] + mc;t[St] (9)
This being the forecast, the actual change of the exchange rate market, given
the described model, is formally written as:
St+1 = mf;t[ (St   S
t )] + mc;t[St] + "t+1 (10)
Therefore the market is governed by this dynamics and by a white noise shock
occurring in time t + 1. The foreign stock is going to be following the same
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assumptions. This framework, completed by the same noise in both markets
(but dierent evolution of the fundamental values) gives life to several dierent
dynamics. More in detail, the two stock prices will be two realizations of similar
dynamics. Depending on the specication itself, and on the particular solution
to the problem, they may be very similar or very dierent, just like it happens
in reality. In this eld it is enough to compare on the one hand the SP500 in the
US with the FTSE100 for UK, to see two markets with very similar dynamics.
On the other hand the same SP500 Index is very dierent in its evolution, for
example, from the NIKKEI Index for the Japanese market. This model may
replicate exactly this relationship, depending on which numerical solution we
look at.
2.2 Exchange Rate
The exchange rate in this model has similar assumptions to the stock prices.
Also in this case, the exchange rate value is going to be given by the weighted
average of the expectations, plus a noise. However this time agents have more
information on what to base their fundamental value on. This comes from
the fact that exchange rate is aected by the 
ow of currencies that go into
investing in either of the stock prices. So the expectations of the stock prices
directly aect the fundamental exchange rate.
Obviously whoever believes in the chartist rule, will take the exchange rate
series to be its own auto-regressive process, with no pegging onto a theoretical
pre-set value. So the equations for the fundamental expectation of the exchange
rate will be the following:
Ef;t(et+1) =  (et   et) (11)
et+1 = et + #(RS   RS) (12)
with RS   RS being the dierence between the expected returns on the two
stocks. This means that the fundamental value of the exchange rate is ties into
the expectations of the prices of the two stocks. It makes sense since, in the
agents minds, if there is a high dierence in the two stocks, the one that gains
more relative return will also attract more capital. This will cause a stronger
expected currency, in the expected stronger national stock return.
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(1   rho)k(et k) (13)
The series of the exchange rate evolves from the expectations as we have seen
for the stock prices. Formally:
et+1 = mf;t[ (et   et)] + mc;t[eet] + "e;t+1 (14)
This concludes the description of the model used in order to replicate the
dynamics of the stock prices and the exchange rates. As shown this theory is
based on very intuitive and consistent assumptions. These cause a very complex
dynamics, that will be analyzed in a few of its realizations in the next section.
Indeed the major trait of this model is that it creates a non-linear dynamics, that
is impossible to solve into a general solution, except for making more constrictive
assumptions, that would restrict the model. However we feel that this is exactly
its most valuable asset. The 
exibility of this partial equilibrium model, and
its adaptability to include and generate most statistical characteristics found in
real time series from the major stocks and exchange rates of the world. This
characteristics are the focus of the next section.
3 Stochastic Simulation
This section shows the behavior of the series described above. In the following
case we set the initial values of the stock prices both to be equal to 20. Their
fundamental values are also set in the beginning to be equal to 20. The exchange
rate is equal to 1, both in the initial value, and in the rst fundamental value.
Other parameters are:  = 0:9, e = 0:9,   = 0:2,  e = 0:2,  = 0:5, 
 = 10,

e = 700,  = 0:5, # = 2. The simulation is shown in Figure 1. The gure
shows in yellow the fundamental and actual value of the home stock price. The
fundamental value is a ticker line, while the actual value is a thinner line. In
green is the foreign stock price and its fundamental. Finally the exchange rate
is in red, and its fundamental value is in cyan. The picture shows how for most
of the iterations the two stock prices follow closely the fundamental value, while
in the end the home stock gets in a bubble, or an absolute predominance of the
chartist believers over the fundamentalists. Figure 2 shows the same scenario,
with shades on the areas where the weight of the chartists in the series is close
to 1 for a relevant amount of time in a row. So the rst shaded area shows the
exchange rate bubble, which may be easily seen from the cyan and red lines
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Figure 1: Stochastic simulation with initial conditions of stock prices
being equal.
Figure 2: Stochastic simulation with shades on weights of chartists
equal to 1.
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Figure 3: Stochastic simulation with shades on weights of chartists
equal to 1.
diverging. The shaded area on the last part of the graph emphasizes how the
home bubble occurs as the weight of chartists is close to 1, and no agent is
believing in the fundamentalist rule anymore.
Another scenario is being shown in Figure 3. Some parameters have been
modied, to make it more likely for stock prices to create bubble, and less
for the exchange rate. This means, as will be shown in the next session, that

 = 16, 
e = 500. Also, the impact on the exchange rate fundamental rate by
the expectations on the stock prices is much lower now, or # = 0:5. This may
be seen from the 
atness of the fundamental exchange rate line, in cyan. This
last change decreases the variance of the exchange rate. However this variance
is still higher than it would be expected by just looking at the changes in the
fundamental value.
Another factor that makes this gure interesting for our study is the fact
that the two stock prices have a similar bubble. This means that the common
news have been able to trigger a world bubble. From the previous picture we
know that this does not always happen. However this model allows also for same
time bubbles. This could be compared to the technology bubble of the 1990s, for
example, when the stocks were full of that famous \irrational exuberance", and
crushed within a short time from each other, in the second half of the decade.
Figure 4 also shows a similar scenario in that bubbles take control of the
system in the second half of the sample period. Here the dierence between the
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Figure 4: Bubbles in all markets
chartist belief and the fundamentalist is so far that bubbles have a strong pres-
sure to continue. Also the exchange rate shows a larger than average bubble.
This is due to the fact that the dierence between the two stocks is always con-
stant, making the exchange rate fundamental value stable. In an environment
with noise this creates the conditions for a bubble to be developed, because the
chartist can better account for the noise. As stated before, these are just a few
realizations of the system. To study them all is obviously impossible. However
it is interesting (and feasible) to look at the characteristics of the realizations as
the parameters change. Furthermore we are going to analyze common statistical
traits of the system, and how they compare to the real data.
3.1 Sensitivity to initial conditions in a stochastic setting
One of the properties of this system is that it has a long memory, so even small
changes in initial conditions may eventually create divergencies in the series.
Figure 5 shows two stocks series that have two dierent initial condition: 10
and 20. Despite the fact that they follow the same fundamental value, it is
possible to see how the bubbles occur at dierent times. This is because of the
memory shown by the system. This is a property of complex non-linear systems.
This is indeed the property that creates the biggest forecasting problems. This
is why, even if it is possible to predict short term series, in the long run forecasts
become harder.
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Figure 5: Stocks: sensitivity to initial conditions in a stochastic en-
vironment
3.2 Time series properties
The parameters of the system in
uence the outcome of the simulation. So we
have the value of 
 accounting for the amount of times the agents react to the
relative returns. This means that a high 
 allows agents to be constantly revising
their rules, which leads to more unied agents. Also, when this parameter is
high, we see a higher raise of bubbles. This is because when they are following
a fundamental value, there is still some noise. When this is not accounted for
by the fundamental value, then agents are quick to unify under the chartist rule
and create a bubble. this is what we have showed above.
Moreover the two stock series modeled above have, as mentioned in the
theory, the same news from period to period. The only thing that diers is the
fundamental value. However the two stocks are always shown to be denitely
dieren from each other. This means that even with no dierence in actual
news, but only with dierent believes on the fundamental value of the series,
the dynamics always changes radically. This gives space to papers such as
the one by De Grauwe and Rovira-Kaltwasser, which study the heterogeneous
agents problem with two variations of the fundamental belief (Optimistic and
pessimistic fundamental agents on one side, and the chartists on the other).
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Figure 6: Graph from time series studied
Variable Coecient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
DSF -0.029 0.004 -7.207 0.00
DSH 0.026 0.004 6.687 0.00
C -0.001 0.000 -2.850 0.00
Table 1: Coecients of the regression on the exchange rate from
simulation
4 Empirical comparison
This is section is going to show the similarities (and dierences) between the
simulated model and the real data. First of all we are going to show the graph
of a typical realization. Figure 6 has all the properties identied above. We
checked all the series for unit roots. The results were uniform across the series.
All of them are integrated of order 1. Secondly we regress both stocks on the
exchange rate series, to verify whether they are signicant and consistent with
the real data.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the regression for both data. As an
example of real data we have chosen one of the most studied markets, namely the
dollar pound exchange rate. The stock indexes are the S&P500 for the US and
the FTSE100 for the United Kingdom. The period is from 1973 through 2006
on a monthly basis. Figure 8 shows the dynamics of the markets and how they
visually look similar in variance and behavior to the simulated data reported
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Variable Coecient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
DFTSE 0.270 0.054 4.957 0.00
DSP -0.185 0.058 -3.144 0.00
C -0.001 0.001 -0.881 0.38
Table 2: Coecients of the regression on the dollar-pound exchange
rate
Figure 7: Graph from time series studied
above. Looking at the table it is evident how in both the simulated and the
real data the stock returns are very signicant in explaining the exchange rate
returns. This means that the study at hand is important in the understanding
of both the markets.
Finally, the last two considerations concerning the relationship between the
two markets. The rst one is that the residuals of the two regressions reject the
normality assumption both in the data and in the model. The second one is
that, as mentioned earlier, the variance of the exchange rate is consistently lower
than the one of both stock prices. This is very important to the structuring of
the model, since the exchange rate is in
uenced by the stock prices, but not all
the variance is carried over. Furthermore the exchange rate system itself may
create endogenous bubbles. Such bubbles are not necessarily tied into the stock
price dynamics.
Finally another manner of comparing the data to the theory is to check
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the statistical properties of the single series. We can conrm all the properties
shown in (9) and (10), such has high kurtosis, in both exchange rates and stock
prices and heteroskedasticity.
5 Conclusion
This paper has shown a model of exchange rates and stock prices based on
heterogeneous expectations. The model is structured in such a way that most
of the dynamics origins from the behavioral nance aspect. This is to emphasize
the complexity of the simplest model.
The system was studied and the properties of the time series have been
highlighted. Furthermore the model was brought to the data, and its properties
compared to the real markets. The traits that were most emphasized were the
statistical properties of the single series and the relationship between the stocks
and the exchange rates.
All the aspects analyzed have shown similarities rather than dierences.
However further space for research is needed in nding specic measures to
verify the extent of the similarity between the real and the simulated dynamics.
This is a key concept since a future addition to this research will be to estimate
the model with real data.
Moreover, this work takes into account only a direct relationship between
the stocks and the exchange rate. A more structural economic model involving
macroeconomic variables is also part of the future developments.
In conclusion it is natural that all of the future research possibilities would
not be possible if this simple framework was found to be 
awed for this analysis.
This is, in short, the role of this paper. We have analyzed a new approach that
creates a complex and consistent with data dynamics in the most general of
economic assumptions.
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